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Before you even START to
write your first book,
read this one!

Whether you have already started to write, are still thinking about
writing, have written already, or are anywhere on the road to
publishing a non-fiction book, this book will guide you through the
process. From starting, finishing and polishing your manuscript to
understanding the self-publishing vs traditional publishing models
and then handling your marketing and distribution challenges,
you’ll find out how to avoid expensive learning curves and
traps for new authors!
With the experience of publishing, marketing and distributing
dozens of non-fiction books in the last 10 years, Dixie Maria
Carlton openly shares all that she’s learned about the process
of going from Idea to Authority that will save any author time,
significant money, and frustration when faced with the problem,
‘I wrote a book – now what?’
Having helped more than 50 authors to write, publish,
market, distribute and get leverage on their books, Dixie knows
what it takes to get from just having a ‘gem of an idea’ all the way
to actually earning an income from writing books as a paid expert
or thought leader. With a strong background in promotional
marketing and social media, and being entrenched in the global
professional speaking industry for many years, Dixie knows how it
all fits together.

About the Author
Dixie Maria Carlton has been writing business books herself and assisting dozens of authors worldwide to
create, publish and promote their books since 2006. She is an award-winning business person and author,
with clients who have also become multi-award winners under her guidance, helping their brands and/or
stories become highly recognised.
Dixie has also negotiated foreign rights deals and introduced authors to traditional publishers and agents.
More than 40 books and a lot learned about the process, jargon and the many differences between various
publishing options have all contributed to the writing and production of this book. It is a very helpful
resource for anyone wanting to self-publish successfully without all the expensive, time consuming and frustrating learning curves.
Dixie Maria Carlton is also a prolific writer of both fiction and non-fiction, and lives in Brisbane, Australia.
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That Sex Book
Maximizing Horizontal Happiness After 50
Dixie Carlton
The Taboo Conversations series also includes:
• That Death Book – Let’s at least talk about the realities of death
and dying (November 2019)
• That Divorce Book – When your happy ever after rides into the
sunset without you (June 2020)
• That Psycho Book – when ‘nutty as a fruitcake’ affects you or
your best mate! (November 2020)
Each is written from the simple perspective of a non-legal, non-medical,
non-certified average person who has been up close and personal with
these topics. Dixie is a widowed, divorced, depression-suffering life
coach over 50 who has the ability to put the topics firmly on the table.
She helps others think about what really needs to be understood about
these serious life issues. Funny, heartfelt, and with the sensitivity and
empathy of someone who has had to deal with these various issues at a
deeply personal level.
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Contents Include
• Enjoying great sex after 50
• There are only two kinds of people in
the world
• From the Kama Sutra to
50 Shades of Grey
• The beauties and the beasts
• How to attract a great mate
• Dating is darned hard work after 50
• Getting caught with your pants down
• Condoms, contraception, and hair
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Seduction is not just about sex
The golden age of intimacy
Anticipation is a powerful aphrodisiac
Playtime – getting down to it
Let’s talk toys
Scheduling sex
Spontaneity derailment
Slow sex, secret sex, or no sex at all
What boys and girls really talk about
Orgasm is no longer the objective

Coming Soon

About the Author
Dixie Carlton has been igniting and curating conversations with random strangers since she
was a very small, precocious red-headed baby. She has no fear of striking up a conversation
with anyone, anytime, anywhere, learning new things from people she meets and asking
tough questions of fascinating people.
Dixie loves to talk, learn, share and make connections, and has turned that into a
dynamic career, helping others to also share their own stories effectively to change the
world one story at a time.
Dixie is co-founder of Indie Experts Australia, and when she’s not writing books, she is
working with highly entrepreneurial industry experts to develop and publish their books and take their wisdom to
the world.
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